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ABSTRACT
Aims. We search for EUV brightenings in TRACE 171 Å images and HXR bursts observed during failed eruptions. We expect that if an
eruption is confined due to interaction with overlying magnetic structures then we should observe effects connected with reconnection
between magnetic structures and acceleration of particles.
Methods. We utilized TRACE observations of three well observed failed eruptions. Semi-automated method was used to search for
abrupt brightness changes in the TRACE field of view. EUV images were compared to HXR spatial distribution reconstructed from
Yohkoh/HXT and RHESSI data. The EUV light curves of a selected area were compared to height profiles of eruption, HXR emission
and HXR photon spectral index of power-law fit to HXR data.
Results. We have found that EUV brightenings are closely related to the eruption velocity decrease, to HXR bursts and to episodes
of hardening of HXR spectra. The EUV brightened areas are observed far from the flaring structure, in footpoints of large systems of
loops observed 30-60 minutes after the maximum of a flare. These are not ‘post-flare’ loops that are also observed but at significantly
lower heights. The high lying systems of loops are observed at heights equal to height, at which eruption was observed to stop.
We observed HXR source spatially correlated with EUV brightening only once. For other EUV brightened areas we estimated the
expected brightness of HXR sources.
Conclusions. We find that EUV brightenings are produced due to interaction between the erupting structure with overlying loops.
The interaction is strong enough to heat the system of high loops. These loops cool down and are visible in EUV range about 30-
60 minutes later. The estimated brightness of HXR sources associated with EUV brightenings shows that they are too weak to be
detected with present instruments. However, next generation instruments will have enough dynamic range and sensitivity to enable
such observations.
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1. Introduction
The solar corona is filled with plasma frozen in coronal mag-
netic lines. Structures formed in that way can be both quiet and
dynamic. Perfect examples of such structures are coronal loops
or filaments (prominences). These features can vary both in size
(up to 106 km for giant arches) and in temperature (≥ 10 MK for
post-flare loops). Sometimes they undergo dynamic changes that
we believe are due to magnetic reconnection. These changes re-
lease great amount of energy leading to the most energetic events
in our solar system like filaments eruptions, flares and coronal
mass ejections.
Gilbert et al. (2007) proposed classification for filament
eruptions based on different amount of magnetic structure and
mass that erupted. Three groups proposed are as follows: 1.
Full - most (≥ 90%) of filament mass and magnetic structure
is erupted. 2. Partial - divided into 2 classes A and B. Class A is
the eruption of the entire magnetic structure with small amount
or even no mass. Class B is the partial eruption of magnetic
structure with some or no mass. 3.Failed - Neither of mass nor
magnetic structure escapes from the Sun. Flares might also be
classified in a similar way. Solar flares associated with CMEs
are the eruptive flares while flares that occur without CMEs are
the confined flares (Sakai & de Jager 1996).
Send offprint requests to: T. Mrozek, e-mail:
mrozek@astro.uni.wroc.p
There are several possible mechanisms proposed that may
lead to failed eruptions. Among them is kink instability
(To¨ro¨k & Kliem 2005), reaching an upper equilibrium (Vrsˇnak
2001; Green et al. 2002), forces within erupting flux rope
(Vrsˇnak 1990), magnetic tension force and momentum ex-
change with the background plasma (Wang & Sheeley 1992;
Archontis & To¨ro¨k 2008), insufficient energy released in the
low corona (Shen et al. 2011) and confinement by the overlying
coronal magnetic field (Hirose et al. 2001; Wang & Zhang 2007;
Liu 2008; Mrozek 2011)
Confining mechanism based on interaction with overly-
ing coronal magnetic field was explored both theoretically
and observationally. The theoretical simulation carried out by
Amari & Luciani (1999) showed that erupting magnetic flux
during its evolution could reconnect with the overlying ar-
cade and remain confined. Numerical experiments showed
that evolution of a flux rope (and the whole flux system)
after its emergence is dependent on ambient magnetic field
(Archontis & To¨ro¨k 2008). MHD simulations of a confined fila-
ment eruption on 27 May 2002 carried by To¨ro¨k & Kliem (2005)
showed that the decrease of the overlying magnetic field with
height is a key factor leading to the failed eruption. Similar re-
sults have been reported by Wang & Zhang (2007) who exam-
ined 104 X-class flares and found that 10% of them were con-
fined. The confined events were observed closer to the center of
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Table 1. Analyzed events
No. Event Coordinates Associated flare Eruption CME
GOES class start max end start max
1 SOL1999-10-22T09:16 N20W76 C4.8 09:10 09:16 09:29 09:11 09:15 No
2 SOL2004-07-14T05:23 N12W62 M6.2 05:02 05:23 05:27 05:19 05:25 No
3 SOL2004-08-13T18:12 S13W24 X1.0 18:07 18:12 18:15 18:11 18:23 Yes
an active region where overlaying coronal magnetic field is the
strongest.
Recently (Mrozek 2011) analyzed one failed eruption that
was stopped due to the interaction with the overlying coronal
magnetic field. The interaction was observed as an unusual be-
havior of the front of the eruption. Namely, the eruption front
was observed changing its shape, falling back and side eruptions
occurred after. Moreover, radial oscillations of the loops that
were pushed to greater heights due to the interaction with the
eruption were observed. The EUV brightenings were observed
in the foot points of the overlying magnetic structure during
the deceleration of the eruption. Such brightenings may be pro-
duced by non-thermal electrons accelerated during the episodes
of interaction between the eruption and the overlying magnetic
field. However, HXR sources spatially correlated with the EUV
brightenings were not found. The eruption occurred in the active
region with a clear quadruple configuration. Flares and accom-
panied eruptions in such magnetic configuration were theoreti-
cally modeled by (Uchida et al. 1999; Hirose et al. 2001). In this
model an eruption may interact with overlying magnetic field
and may eventually be stopped.
Assuming that during the evolution of the eruption there
are episodes of interaction with overlying field we can expect
some signatures of the presence of non-thermal electrons. If non-
thermal electrons occur in large, overlying magnetic loops then
signatures of their presence have to be observed at some distance
from the flare and the associated eruption. In the paper (Paper I)
we present qualitative analysis of the three well observed failed
eruptions. The energy balance and quantitative analysis will be
presented in the subsequent paper.
2. The Observations
In our investigation we utilized EUV data from the TRACE satel-
lite (Handy et al. 1999) and Hard X-ray (HXR) data obtained
by YOHKOH/HXT (Kosugi et al. 1991) and RHESSI (Lin et al.
2002). TRACE was operated since April 2nd, 1998 to June 21st,
2010. The telescope was equipped with a set of filters that en-
abled us to observe the Sun in several wavelengths covering tem-
perature range from tens of thousands of Kelvins up to 2 MK.
The 30 cm telescope and 1024x1024 CCD detector recorded im-
ages with the 1 arcsec resolution (0.5 arc sec pixel size). The
typical cadence for images obtained in the same filter was in
the range of 2-40 seconds. In our work we used images obtained
with 171 Å filter that is sensitive to 1 MK plasma with very small
addition of hot (10 MK) component (Phillips et al. 2005).
The HXR data from YOHKOH/HXT and RHESSI were
used to obtain images and spectra. YOHKOH/HXT was Fourier-
synthesis imager equipped with a collimator and a detector plate.
The collimator consisted of the grid plates at both ends. The sixty
four grids with different slit widths and orientations provide de-
tectors with different Fourier components of actual HXR sources
distribution. The detectors measured HXR signals in the four en-
ergy channels: L (14-23 keV), M1 (23-33 keV), M2 (33-53 keV)
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Fig. 1. The relationship between TRACE exposure time and av-
erage background signal level in images. Average background
signal level was determined from the lower left image corner
where the signal was dark, flat and did not change substantially
during the observation time interval. Correlation coefficient is
shown in the plot.
and H (53-93 keV). Images may be reconstructed with MEM or
PIXON algorithms. In this work we use PIXON algorithm. The
spatial resolution is equal 5′′. The best time resolution is 0.5 s,
but in practice it is worse and depends on count statistics. Since
HXR signals were measured in four energy bands it is possible
to perform a spectral analysis. The lowest channel, L, may be
affected by thermal radiation and should be excluded from the
analysis of non-thermal component.
RHESSI data were available for the events Nos. 2 and 3
(Table 1). RHESSI is a type of Fourier-synthesis imager that pro-
duces modulation of incoming HXR radiation through rotation
of the whole instrument. The rotation period of RHESSI is close
to 4 s. Images may be reconstructed with several different al-
gorithms (Hurford et al. 2002). Here we used the PIXON algo-
rithm (Metcalf et al. 1996). The time resolution for imaging is
limited by the rotation period. The spatial resolution depends
on the grids chosen for reconstruction and on the reconstruction
algorithm. In practice the spatial resolution is rarely higher than
7′′. RHESSI uses large germanium detectors to measure time and
energy of each detected HXR photon (Smith et al. 2002). The
energies may be measured from 3 keV (1 keV energy resolu-
tion) up to several MeV (5 keV resolution). Thus, the instrument
provides us with high energy resolution spectra, which allows
performing a detailed spectral analysis.
The failed eruptions are hard to find with automated meth-
ods. The main reasons are the following. (1) the TRACE EUV
images are full of artificial sources like particle tracks, diffrac-
tion structures etc. (2) the failed eruption changes its shape very
fast and may change the direction of the expansion - the tem-
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Fig. 2. Set of 171 Å images taken from TRACE (171 Å)for different moments during evolution of SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event.
Locations of brightenings are circled in every image. In top-left image all regions are denoted (by letters). In selected images
reconstructed HXR contours are marked for HXT L (dashed line) and M1 (solid line) for 30, 50, 70 and 90% of maximum brightness.
See on-line materials for color version of the plot and for a movie presenting the entire event.
poral resolution of TRACE images is not sufficient to analyze
these changes. (3) the braking of the eruption may be smooth
or abrupt and may be observed along the whole front or only in
its part. For the above reasons we have performed visual inspec-
tion of the TRACE movies database1 and found several examples
of failed eruptions. After prompt inspection three of them were
classified as eruptions stopped by overlying magnetic field struc-
tures. The events investigated are summarized in Table 1.
In the EUV range all the events were observed mainly with
the 171 Å filter. The TRACE data reduction was performed with
the standard trace prep procedure available is Solar SoftWare
library. Even after the reduction the TRACE images pointing
is usually incorrect by some arcsec. Thus the pointing should
be corrected before any comparison with data obtained with
other instruments. We performed the TRACE pointing correc-
1 http://trace.lmsal.com/Public/Gallery/Movies/
tion according to the method described by T. Metcalf2. We used
SOHO/EIT images obtained with the 171 Å filter as the reference
data and calculated the shift of TRACE images. The corrections
were not higher than 14′′ in both directions. However, the correc-
tion is significant and important since the observed brightenings
have small areas.
Searching for brightenings was performed with a semi-
automated method. Brightenings were determined basing on a
light curve for every pixel on a set of spatially correlated EUV
images for the whole event. The main requirement for the pixel
to be classified as a brightening was a sudden increase in signal.
To reduce number of false brightening pixels (like from cosmic
rays) we also demanded that the increased signal should appear
for at least two subsequent images and has to be surrounded by
other brightened pixels. The group of neighboring pixels con-
2 http://www.cora.nwra.com/∼metcalf/TRACE/pointing.html
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stitutes an area of brightening. The cumulative light curves pre-
sented further in this paper are calculated basing only on signal
from pixels that were marked as an area of brightening.
The similar method for finding brightened pixels was used by
(Mrozek & Tomczak 2004). The method was effective in search-
ing for impulsive SXR brightenings. However, in TRACE im-
ages we can expect several features that might be recognized
as brightenings but they are not and have to be manually ex-
cluded. For this reason in each case we had to decide which of
the found brightenings was an actual one. The main problems
were connected with solar energetic particles, moving structures
and a diffraction pattern. Solar energetic particles cause bright-
enings that can be classified by automatic methods. For this rea-
son we filtered the maps of brightened pixels and removed struc-
tures smaller than 4 squared pixels. Solar energetic particles can
also produce lines on images thus we also excluded brightened
structures with a width equal 1-2 pixels. Our method of find-
ing brightened pixels has a tendency to find moving structures
if they only occur. Such structures were removed manually from
the map of brightenings.
Inspection of the TRACE reduced image cube used for the
SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event showed that some corrections for
the exposure times are also necessary. Namely, the abrupt jumps
of unknown origin in the light curve rates for all pixels were
detected. The jumps in rate value were present even in dark fea-
tureless portions of the images where only background was ob-
served. We checked the information on image exposure times
stored in TRACE FITS file headers and found that these jumps
occur when substantial changes in exposure time of the im-
ages were made. On the other hand we observed that there is
very good linear relationship between average background sig-
nal level and TRACE exposure times for many of the images
from other analyzed events (see Fig. 1). This relationship also
allows to determine the exposures directly from background sig-
nal. We compared the exposures taken from TRACE data files
with these calculated from the background and found large dis-
crepancies between them for some images. For such images we
used calculated exposures. This allowed us to eliminate the jump
effects in light curve rates.
The last feature producing artificial brightenings is a diffrac-
tion pattern that is always present in TRACE images (Lin et al.
2001). It is especially big problem in the case of very bright ar-
eas. The diffraction cross consists of almost exact, but fainter
copies of a central source with decreasing brightness. The de-
tails of the diffraction cross and TRACE 171 Å Point Spread
Function (PSF) are given in (Gburek et al. 2006). If the intensity
of a bright source is changing then the diffraction sources also
change intensity and are classified as brightened areas. We have
examined all the brightened areas and have checked whether
they are real or are the result of the diffraction. An example is
presented in Figure 4 (panels from 05:23:09 UT to 05:26:50 UT)
showing the situation we observed for SOL2004-07-14T05:23
event. The brightened area B was observed, but it was masked
by diffraction sources. For this reason we excluded this event
from further analysis.
The next step in our analysis was the estimation of the erup-
tion front measured above some reference point. In each of the
three events we observed very well defined area where the erup-
tion was rooted. Thus, we defined the reference point as the base
of the eruption. The analyzed expanding structures have well de-
fined leading front thus the errors of height estimations are rel-
atively low. We calculated the uncertainties of the leading front
position by measuring the position of the front in several dif-
ferent locations. Next we analyzed the spread of the values and
obtained the maximal error to be equal 4 pixels (2 ′′). The esti-
mated heights of the leading front of the eruption were fitted with
cubic splines. The velocity was obtained through differentiating
the fits. The differentiation of noisy data may lead to substantial
error magnification. The problem of differentiating noisy data is
widely discussed in the literature (Kontar & MacKinnon 2005;
Wen et al. 2007; Temmer et al. 2010). However, we were inter-
ested mainly in estimation of the approximate time intervals of
the velocity decreasing. Thus, the problem of error magnification
is not as severe because we do not analyze individual minima or
maxima in velocity and acceleration.
The absolute height of the eruption is difficult to obtain since
we have only 2D information about 3D distribution of magnetic
structures. We chose events located close to the solar limb to
minimize the projection effects. Moreover, we can calculate the
projection of real structures on the sky plane. Thus, we were
able to obtain more realistic heights of erupting structures. The
description of the method applied is given in the Appendix.
3. Data analysis
3.1. SOL1999-10-22T09:16
Figure 2 shows eruption of a filament at solar limb, which took
place on October 19, 1999. The associated flare was classified as
C4.8 according to GOES. For this event there are available ob-
servations from TRACE at 171 Å and Yohkoh/HXT observations
for HXR. EIT/LASCO C2 recorded CME that took place in the
same time, which was observed on the east limb. It was not cor-
related to the analyzed flare since it was visible close to the west
limb.
The whole evolution of this event is presented in Fig. 2.
There are no TRACE images of the very beginning of the fila-
ment rise (between 9:08 UT nad 9:11 UT) available. According
to GOES the flare begun at 9:10 UT, and the maximal SXR flux
was recorded at 9:16 UT. At that moment we also observed the
maximal height of the analyzed eruption (Fig. 3, top panel).
During the rising phase the eruption had its greatest velocity
around 9:13 UT and at around 9:14 UT it was slowed down.
The system of EUV post-flare loops was observed starting from
9:20 UT. They reached the maximum height equal 8 × 103 km.
Moreover, at around 9:40 UT we observed abrupt occurrence of
high loops (their height is about 2.8 × 104 km) that are the sepa-
rate system, not related to the post-flare loops. They are high and
can be compared to the maximal height of the eruption front.
We have found three regions that meet the criterion for a
chromospheric brightening. They are marked as A, B and C in
the top-left panel of Fig. 2. EUV light curves for those regions
are shown in Fig. 3 (panels d-f). Their shape resembles the shape
of the velocity curve as well as the HXR curve. There are two
maxima at 9:13 UT and 9:14 UT observed in EUV light curves.
The first maximum correlates well with the maximum in HXR
light curve but the second one is about 15 seconds after the cor-
responding HXR maximum. The maxima on the light curves are
observed simultaneously with slowing down of the eruption. For
all the regions the first maximum precedes the moment of the
slow down of an eruption. The two brightening regions A and
C are located near the foot points of the high system of loops
(Fig. 2, panel at 10:01 UT) and region B is located close to the
footpoint of the flaring structure (Fig. 2, panel at 09:26 UT).
HXR sources were reconstructed for two HXT channels:
L and M1. We have chosen time intervals that cover times of
TRACE images. The L-channel source is large and diffuse and
is spatially correlated with the evolving eruption. The HXT/M1
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Fig. 4. Set of 171 Å images taken from TRACE for different moments during evolution of SOL2004-07-14T05:23 event. Location of
brightening is cricled in every image. In top-left image region is named. In selected images reconstructed HXR contours are marked
for RHESSI energy bands 6-12 keV (white solid line) and 25-50 keV (black solid line). See on-line materials for color version of
the plot and for a movie presenting the entire event.
channel sources are significantly smaller and their behavior is
much more interesting. Namely, the first source is visible several
seconds before the maximum burst of HXR radiation (Fig. 2)
and is located on the top of the eruption front. In the second
image we observe two weak, compact sources located lower in
the corona. They are spatially correlated with the EUV brighten-
ings A and B. The correlation between the HXT/M1 source and
the brightening A (the foot point of the large magnetic struc-
ture observed later) may be the result of a non-thermal electron
beam. Moreover, there is a weak HXT/L emission source that
correlates with the area C (Fig. 2) observed at 9:14:44 UT - the
moment of the strongest brightness observed in C. These high
loops are invisible for the time of eruption, but can be traced
on images taken 30 minutes later. That suggests that we ob-
serve the electrons accelerated during the interaction between
the eruption front and the system of loops located above. The
next image (Fig. 2, top-right panel) shows HXT/M1 sources lo-
cated again within the eruption. One of them is similar to sources
observed by Liu & Alexander (2009) who reported HXR sources
in X-point of the eruption. The second source is located at the
front of the eruption and is possibly another manifestation of
the reconnection ongoing between the eruption and the over-
lying high loops. The similar situation (x-point source and at-
the-front source) we found for the next moment (09:14:05 UT),
but sources are weaker and more diffuse due to the low level
of measured signal. The observed sources occurred during the
strongest HXR burst, during the deceleration of the eruption and
they are correlated with the occurrence of EUV brightenings.
3.2. SOL2004-07-14T05:23
The second of the analyzed failed eruptions was observed on
July 14, 2004 and was accompanied by a M6.2 flare. The an-
alyzed event was observed in an active region NOAA 10646.
5
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Fig. 3. Plots for SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event. The first two
plots show height and velocity against time. The presented mea-
surements of height have been fitted with the use of cubic
splines. The velocity is a derivative of the obtained fit. Next three
plots present light curves for brightening regions A, B and C.
Next is gamma against time. Last plot is HXR light curve ob-
tained from HXT instrument aboard Yohkoh in the M1 channel.
In all plots vertical dashed lines represent maxima of light curves
for brightening regions.
This event was also analyzed in Mrozek (2011) as an example
of a failed eruption that started vertical oscillations of overlying
coronal loops.
For this event observations from TRACE (171 Å) and
RHESSI are available. The event SOL2004-07-14T05:23 had no
associated CME. According to GOES the flare started at 5:02 UT
and reached the maximum brightness at 5:23 UT. The evolution
of the entire event is presented in Figure 4. It can be divided
into two phases. The first, between 5:17 UT and 5:24 UT, when
the eruption rose up to its maximum height (Fig. 5). During this
phase the highest HXR signal was recorded at the beginning of
the eruption rise. The maximum in HXR is correlated with the
lowest value of HXR’s photon spectral index and is observed
close to the maximum of a velocity. The end of this phase took
place at 5:24 UT when the rising eruption got stopped. At that
time the main front of the eruption is held at almost the same
height. Next phase started at 5:27 UT when the abrupt change
of the main front direction appeared (Fig. 4, at 5:28.40 UT). We
treated it as a side eruption front and thus it was not included in
the analysis of the height. At that moment also small post-flare
loops became apparent at the location where the eruption started
to rise (Fig. 4, panels for 5:35 UT and 5:50 UT).
From 6:57 UT a system of high loops started to be vis-
ible. Again, as for SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event, their height
(5.5 × 104km) corresponds to the height, at which eruption was
confined in the first phase. The high lying system of loops is a
structure distinct from the small post-flare arcade (Fig. 4, pan-
els from 5:26:50 UT to 5:50:34 UT). The small post-flare loops
reach the maximum height equal to 104km. Moreover, the foot
points of the post flare arcade and the foot points of the high
loops are located in different locations.
There are two regions classified as brightenings (Fig. 4, top-
left panel), but one of them overlaps with diffraction pattern on
TRACE images. Thus, its emission was affected by the changes
of brightness of the foot points of the flare. For this reason this
brightening was excluded from the further analysis. The light
curve for the remaining region has three distinct local maxima
(Figure 5). All of them occurred when the systematical de-
crease of velocity of the eruption was observed. They correlate
with local drops in HXR photon spectral index. The third maxi-
mum took place near the moment when the side eruption started.
Region A is located far outside the place where the eruption
started to rise. However, it is located at one of the foot points
of the high loop system (Fig. 4, panel for 7:09 UT).
The entire event was observed by RHESSI that allowed us
to reconstruct images and perform fits to the observed spectra.
We reconstructed HXR images in two energy channels 6-8 keV
and 14-25 keV. The HXR emission sources are very compact
and are spatially correlated with the flare site. We did not record
any significant emission located at the front of the erupting struc-
ture. However, in a few reconstructed images we observed a very
weak HXR source located close to the region A. The emission
was below 10 % of the maximum hence it is not presented in
Fig. 4.
The HXR light curves and the HXR photon spectral index
evolution show some interesting coincidences with EUV bright-
enings and kinematics of the eruption. Namely, we do not ob-
serve any significant brightenings of the area A during the impul-
sive phase, which suggests that there is no connection between
the flare and the region A. We detected significant changes of
brightness of this region during the braking of the eruption front
(Fig. 5). The strong EUV brightenings were accompanied by the
very small HXR brightenings (12-25 keV). There are also simul-
taneous episodes of the spectral hardening. Taking into account
the overall behavior we conclude that the area A is a good ex-
ample of an area that was hit by non-thermal electrons acceler-
ated during the eruption braking due to interaction with overly-
ing field.
6
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Fig. 5. Plots for SOL2004-07-14T05:23 event. The first two
plots show height and velocity against time. The presented mea-
surements of height have been fitted with the use of cubic
splines. The velocity is a derivative of the obtained fit. Next plot
presents light curve for brightening region A. Next is gamma
against time. Last plot is HXR light curve obtained from RHESSI
energy band 12 - 25 keV. In all plots vertical dashed lines repre-
sent three local maxima of light curve for brightening region.
3.3. SOL2004-08-13T18:12
The last of the analyzed events happened on August 13, 2004 in
the active region NOAA 10656. According to GOES classifica-
tion it was the X1.0 flare and its maximum flux was observed
at 18:12 UT. For EUV range there are TRACE (171 Å) obser-
vations. HXR emission was detected by RHESSI for the entire
flare. The evolution of this event is illustrated in Fig. 6. There
was observed a CME associated with this event.
The flare begun at 18:07 UT according to GOES. In contrast
to the previous events the high system of overlying loops is vis-
ible even on images taken before the eruption start. The height
Fig. 8. Plots for SOL2004-08-13T18:12 event. The first two
plots show height and velocity against time. The presented mea-
surements of height have been fitted with the use of cubic
splines. The velocity is a derivative of the obtained fit. Next five
plots present light curves for brightening regions A - E. Next is
gamma against time. Last plot is HXR light curve obtained from
RHESSI energy band 25 - 50 keV. In all plots vertical dashed
lines represent maxima of light curves for brightening regions.
of these loops is equal to 9.4 × 104 km before the beginning of
the eruption. From 18:10 UT we observed the development of
the eruption. Simultaneously the overlying loops were observed
stretching outward as can be seen in Fig. 7. The movement of the
loops overlying the eruption stopped at 18:21 UT since the erup-
tion was fully stopped at 18:24 UT. After that typical post-flare
7
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Fig. 6. Set of 171 Å images taken from TRACE for different moments during evolution of SOL2004-08-13T18:12 event. Locations
of brightenings are circled in every image. In top-left image regions are named. In selected images reconstructed HXR contours
are marked for RHESSI energy bands 6-12 keV (white solid line) and 25-50 keV (gray solid line). See on-line materials for color
version of the plot and for a movie presenting the entire event.
loops became visible around the region where eruption started.
Their height is equal to 1.2 × 103 km.
We observed the clear interaction between the eruption and
the overlying loops, which is presented in Fig. 7. We analyzed
the changes of the overlying loops height along a cut that is pre-
sented in the left panel of Figure 7. The overlying loops were
observed to rise together with the evolving eruption. Obviously,
we have only 2D image and there is no exact information about
the direction of this movement. It is possible that we observe an
eruption that elbows overlying structures and there is no stretch-
ing. If the overlying loops were pushed to a side then, due to
projection, we should observe initial lowering of the loop tops.
We did not observe such a behavior (Fig. 7, right panel) and
treated it as a suggestion for rising height.
We found five regions that met the chromospheric brighten-
ing criteria. They are labeled from A to E (Fig. 6, top-left panel).
Their light curves are presented in Fig. 8. Regions A to D are
located near one of the foot points of the overlying high loops.
Only region E is located close to the second foot point but it is
probably a foot point of other system of loops. The reconstructed
HXR contours (6-8 keV and 25-30 keV) are spatially correlated
with the flaring structure. We tried to reconstruct HXR sources
with different time intervals and energy ranges but we did not
find any significant emission correlating with neither the found
EUV brightenings nor the eruption.
Each of the regions brightened at different moment in time
but all of them slightly precede the moment when the overlying
magnetic loop ceased to move. The light curve for the region
C shows an increase in signal at the moment of the maximum
in the HXR curve (Fig. 8). The intensity of this region initially
rises and stays almost at the same level between 18:11 UT and
18:13 UT. After this time the intensity is slowly droping to the
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Fig. 7. Example of the cut through the overlying system of loops for SOL2004-08-13T18:12 event.
background level. The light curve of the region A has a simi-
lar shape, but its maximum is closer to the second highest HXR
peak at around 18:13 UT. The light curve of the region D has two
distinctive maxima and the first one is well correlated with the
minimum of the HXR photon spectral index. The light curve of
the region B has its maximum near the highest HXR maximum.
The light curve of the region E shows weak reaction correlated
with the HXR peak around 18:15:30 UT. All of them happened
in the beginning phase of the eruption. The last brightening was
observed around 18:13 UT. After that time we observed next
phase of velocity rising. Such a behavior strongly supports the
scenario, in which the brightenings occur during episodes of in-
teraction between the eruption and the overlying large system of
loops.
4. Results
4.1. Time correlations
We tried to search for correlations between the kinematics of the
eruption, EUV brightenings, HXR emission and HXR photon
spectral index. In all three cases we have found that such a rela-
tion exists. Usually, we observed the HXR burst first and shortly
after that we detected the local minimum of HXR photon spec-
tral index. Simultaneously we observed a decrease in velocity.
These features were usually observed just before or simultane-
ously with EUV brightenings. The EUV brightenings were never
observed before the HXR burst and they were correlated to the
decrease of the eruption velocity. The time shift observed was
usually less than several seconds.
In the case of SOL2004-07-14T05:23 we observed a se-
ries of EUV brightenings that occurred during the long (about
6 minutes) stage of the eruption braking. These brightenings
were observed when HXR emission (12-25 keV) was on the de-
cay phase. However, we measured a significant hardening of the
HXR spectra, which is well correlated in time with EUV bright-
enings. Thus, we expect that these brightenings are caused by
non-thermal electron beams.
The SOL2004-08-13T18:12 event was the one, in which we
observed overlying loops since the early phase of the eruption
evolution. The EUV brightenings were observed only during the
initial phase of the eruption. It was the phase when the overlying
loops were observed changing their height also (Fig. 7). At al-
most the same time when the overlying loops reached their max-
imum height we observed the last EUV brightening in the foot
point of these loops. After that we still measured an increase of
the eruption. It is possible that the eruption pushed through the
overlying field and the interaction with overlying field finished.
The observational signature for such a scenario is the associated
CME - clearly visible but very slow and only a few degrees wide.
4.2. Spatial Distribution of Found Brightenings
In all the events presented we have found EUV brightenings that
were observed during the evolution of the failed eruptions. The
majority of these brightenings was spatially correlated with large
magnetic structures that enclose the eruption. These large sys-
tems of loops (height up to 6 × 104 km) are not typical post-
flare loops. We observed system of post-flare loops that evolved
with continuously rising height but, in the analyzed events their
maximum height was less than 104 km. Analyzing occurrence
of post-flare loops we have found that there is discontinuity in
heights between low-lying and high-lying loops (see the movies
in on-line material). It suggests that there is a weak relationship
between them. Moreover, the EUV brightenings observed are
located in foot points of these large loops. The analyzed EUV
brightenings are not flare foot points and are observed far from
the flare site. A typical distance between the flare site and the
EUV brightenings is larger than 2 × 104 km.
The large system of overlying loops is in close relation-
ship with maximal height reached by the eruption. The obser-
vations suggest that there is an interaction between the erup-
tion and the overlying structures. For example in SOL2004-
07-14T05:23 event we observed the change of front’s shape at
heights similar to heights of the large loops visible an hour after
the flare. In the case of SOL1999-10-22T09:16 we observed the
23-33 keV emission sources atop the eruption, which suggests
some episodes of energy release. In the SOL2004-08-13T18:12
we observed the overlying system of loops that were visible dur-
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Fig. 9. Correlation between TRACE 171 Å and HXT/M1 sig-
nals. The results obtained by Mrozek et al. (2007) are pre-
sented with diamonds. The linear fit to these points is presented
also. One point estimated for the source A from the SOL1999-
10-22T09:16 event is presented with asterisk. Horizontal lines
present brightness levels obtained for other EUV brightenings
analyzed in this paper.
ing the overall evolution of the eruption and the overlying loops
changed height according to the eruption.
We have found the correlation between the HXR emission
source and the EUV brightening in one case only (SOL1999-10-
22T09:16). However, some of reconstructed HXR images sug-
gest that such sources may exist but they are very weak and are
strongly masked by flare emission.
4.3. Estimation of HXR Sources Brightness
Temporal characteristics of the brightenings observed show that
the time shift between a HXR peak and the maximum of EUV
brightenings is very short. It suggests that we may exclude mech-
anisms like waves or mass draining operating in different time
scales. Thus, we have to answer the question: why do not we
see spatially correlated HXR sources if the EUV brightenings
observed are of the non-thermal electrons beam origin?
To answer this question we moved to the analysis made by
Mrozek et al. (2007) where EUV and UV brightenings observed
in flare foot points were compared with HXR emission sources.
The authors selected a group of flares with well developed im-
pulsive phases and clearly observed foot point sources. The anal-
ysis was based on TRACE and Yohkoh/HXT data. TRACE foot
points are usually saturated during the impulsive phase. The au-
thors developed a method for saturated signal recovery based
on the TRACE diffraction pattern characteristics (Gburek et al.
2006). The EUV signal recovery allowed the quantitative analy-
sis of EUV and HXR signals. The results obtained showed that
the signals were correlated and we might conclude that both
types of sources were caused by non-thermal electrons. The cor-
relations between the EUV (171 Å) and the HXR (HXT/M1
channel) fluxes are presented in Fig. 9.
Tomczak (1999) analyzed SXR brightenings in flare foot
points and compared them to HXR emission sources. He con-
cluded that the observed correlations may be used for analysis
of non-thermal electron stream if no HXR sources are observed.
According to this we decided to use the correlations obtained by
Mrozek et al. (2007) to estimate the expected intensities of HXR
sources spatially correlated with the observed EUV brighten-
ings. For the events analyzed we have found that none of bright-
enings was saturated thus we do not need to perform any sig-
nal recovery. The EUV intensities of brightenings analyzed in
this paper are marked as horizontal lines (Fig. 9). One point rep-
resenting the brightening from SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event is
presented with an asterisk. All horizontal lines cross with depen-
dence obtained for flare foot points in the left side of a plot. It
means that hypothetical HXR sources that may be spatially cor-
related with the analyzed brightenings are very weak. They are
at least 10 times fainter than faintest foot point sources observed
with the HXT. However, the main problem is not the intensity
of the sources, but rather the dynamic range. In Fig. 9 there is a
group of horizontal lines located at the level that gives expecta-
tion for HXR source detection. Unfortunately, at that time HXR
images were dominated by bright sources connected with a flar-
ing structure.
4.4. Heating and cooling the high-lying system of loops
Foot points of large system of loops observed in EUV are dim
and in HXR are even undetectable. This means that the num-
ber of electrons accelerated during the interaction between an
eruption and higher loops is low. Thus the following question
may occur: Is the energy deposited in foot points large enough
to evaporate chromospheric material, i.e. heat the material up to
1 MK and transport it high into the corona?
We can answer the question by doing simple estimation for
the event No. 1. The large system of loops is observed in the
TRACE 171 Å band, i.e. the plasma should have temperature
about 1 MK. The height and volume of the loops can be esti-
mated also from the TRACE images. Densities of a typical EUV
loop is about 109cm−3 (Aschwanden et al. 1999). Based on these
parameters we calculated that the total thermal and gravitational
energy of the plasma contained in the loops is about 5×1026 erg.
On the other hand energy deposited by non-thermal elec-
trons in the HXR foot point of the event No. 1 can be calculated
based on a reconstructed HXT/M1 source and correlations be-
tween HXR and EUV signals and power-law index of the HXR
spectrum obtained by Mrozek et al. (2007). We estimated that
the energy is about 1028 erg. This is more than the total ther-
mal and gravitational energy contained in the large EUV loops.
The energy deposited by non-thermal electrons is high enough
to heat chromospheric material up to 6 − 7 MK and to rise it up
to fill the whole large system of loops with plasma of density of
about 5 × 109cm−3. The loops filled with such plasma should be
visible in SXR.
The observations for the SOL1999-10-22T09:16 event con-
firm this expectation. We carefully inspected Yohkoh/SXT data
and found a few SXT/Al.1 (maximum of thermal sensitivity
5 MK) images that partly overlap the analyzed TRACE images.
Namely, the southern leg of the high lying loop is visible close
to the edge of the SXT/Al.1 frame. The temperature response of
the SXT/Al.1 filter has the maximum close to 5 MK, which is
consistent with the estimation made above. The part of the leg
is visible between 9:25 UT and 9:43 UT in SXT/Al.1 images. In
the full-Sun image taken with the AlMg (maximum of thermal
sensitivity 6 MK) filter on 9:04:55 UT there is no such structure.
If we assume that heating the loops to 5-7 MK due to an in-
teraction may occur then other problem may arise. Namely, the
time difference between the eruption stop and the occurrence of
high lying loops is of the order of 40-90 minutes. If we inter-
pret these loops as a system that was heated by the interaction
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Fig. 10. The scenario suggested for the production of EUV
brightenings analyzed in this work.
with the eruption and is cooled down after, then the loops should
be seen much earlier, assuming typical values of cooling times
(Antiochos & Sturrock 1978).
However, recent observations (Winebarger et al. 2003) show
that we must be careful when analyzing the visibility of
EUV loops and relating them to hydrostatic cooling times.
Winebarger et al. (2003) analyzed five loops observed by
TRACE with EUV filters. The authors estimated the time of the
appearance of a loop in a given filter. The estimated difference
of the appearance in TRACE 195 Å and 171 Å filters varies from
150 s to 11000 s. In one case (loop 2 in Winebarger et al. (2003))
observations made in three EUV filters were available. The time
difference of loop visibility for the 284 Å and 171 Å filters was
about 50 minutes. The maxima of the temperature response of
these filters are 2 MK and 1.3 MK respectively. It means that the
loops in the 171 Å filter may be visible even an hour after the
heating to a few MK temperatures.
With the given set of data we are not able to resolve the
temperature evolution of the high lying loops with time. We
have found a few Yohkoh/SXT/Al.1 images for the SOL1999-
10-22T09:16 event. The images overlap the southern part of the
analyzed high loops. Thus, not the whole structure can be ob-
served. Nevertheless, the southern leg is visible in the SXT/Al.1
images between 9:25 UT and 9:43 UT. Moreover we inspected
SOHO/EIT 195 Å images. The high lying system of loops is
visible starting from 9:48 UT but we must keep in mind that the
temporal resolution of EIT data is 12 minutes.
The interaction between an eruption and overlying magnetic
structures is a complex process. We have to remember that es-
timated energy contained in non-thermal electron is only a part
of the energy released during the interaction. Thus the detailed
numerical simulations are needed to explain different features of
the interaction.
5. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper we present observations of three failed eruptions
recorded by TRACE with a use of the 171Å filter. EUV ob-
servations are supported by HXR data from Yohkoh/HXT and
RHESSI. We used a semi-automated method to search for re-
gions that abruptly brightened in the TRACE images. Regions
that were classified as EUV brightenings are usually located far
from flare loops so they are not directly correlated with processes
going on there.
We have found some common behavior of brightenings.
Both, temporal and spatial characteristics, may be summarized
as follows:
– The characteristics analyzed (height, velocity, HXR photon
spectral index, EUV brightenings, HXR ligh curves) are time
correlated. Usually an HXR peak and the minimum of a
HXR photon spectral index are observed a few seconds be-
fore an EUV brightening.
– The maximum EUV intensity of selected regions was ob-
served during the deceleration of an eruption front.
– The EUV brightenings were found with a use of a semi-
automated method. They are in exact positions as the ob-
served footpoints of the large systems of loops that are ob-
served tens of minutes after the eruption braking episodes.
These loops are not typical ’post-flare loops’.
– The heights of the large system of loops are almost the same
as the maximum height reached by the eruption. Together
with the fact that the brightenings are observed in footpoints
of these loops, it suggests that the loops exist since the be-
ginning of the eruption, but for some reasons (temperature,
density) are not visible.
– The interaction with the eruption causes the heating of the
loops and, after being cooled down, 30-90 minutes later the
loops become visible in EUV. Warren et al. (2002) explained
such long cooling times assuming that loops have unre-
solved, filamentary structure. Multi-stranded loops can per-
sist much longer than predicted with a characteristic cooling
time. More hypothesis are possible (Winebarger et al. 2003)
like residual heating or non-ionization equilibrium, but these
require detailed hydrodynamical simulations.
– In one case we detected very weak HXR emission (23-
33 keV) located exactly at the front of the eruption. It may
suggest that some energy is released at the places of interac-
tion between the eruption front and the overlying magnetic
field structures.
– Expected HXR sources connected with the EUV brighten-
ings are weak and may rarely be observed with the present
instruments. They are about 10 times fainter than faintest
foot points observed.
Basing on the available data, we present the following com-
mon scenario for the observed events (Fig. 10). It have to be
noted that above scenario should not be confused with so called
unified model (Shibata 1999) of a solar flare. The rising eruption,
after the initial acceleration, is slowed down by the interaction
with overlying magnetic field. Except of SOL2004-08-13T18:12
the overlying field is not directly visible. In the points where
the interaction between the erupting structure and the overlying
magnetic loop happens, particles are being accelerated to non-
thermal velocities. Next, the particles propagate through prob-
ably almost empty magnetic loops (events Nos. 1 and 2) down
to the transition region and the chromosphere where they collide
with dense matter and produce EUV brightenings. If the chromo-
spheric evaporation occurs then the loops are filled with plasma
and after cooling to 1 MK they became visible in TRACE 171 Å
images.
The importance of overlying magnetic field in the confining
eruptions was discussed in numbers of theoretical and observa-
tional papers. The results presented here show that the interac-
tions between an eruption and overlying field may be traced in
EUV and HXR ranges. In the forthcoming paper we will present
a quantitative analysis of these observations and we will investi-
gate energy balance of the observed features.
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Appendix A: Estimation of absolute height of
eruptions
The height of an eruption above the photosphere is a very im-
portant parameter. It helps to understand kinematic evolution of
this phenomenon. All the heights estimated in this paper were
corrected for the projection effect using a method described be-
low. The method allows to estimate real altitude/height of any
source/feature observed in the solar corona.
To estimate the real height of an eruption we need to know
its position in the TRACE image and find the point on the so-
lar photosphere, above which the eruption is situated (reference
point). The eruption’s position was defined by the position of
its leading front. The position of the reference point was taken
from locations of footpoint sources visible simultaneously with
the eruption in the TRACE images.
For a single eruption we have several TRACE images, in
which the eruption was visible. The position of the leading front
of the eruption was measured in each available image. The po-
sition of the reference point was taken from only one image, in
which foot point sources were the most pronounced. Since the
time, for which the position of the reference point was deter-
mined is somewhat different from the time of the leading front
measurements, all the positions were corrected to account for
the solar rotation. For each pair of positions measured, leading
front – reference point, we are now able to estimate the corrected
height of an eruption.
In the first step an apparent distance, da, between the lead-
ing front position and the centre of the Sun was calculated. To
correct the apparent distance for the projection effect we need to
know an angle, δ, between the direction to an observer and the
local vertical direction passing through the reference point. If the
solar rotation axis was perpendicular to the observer/Earth’s or-
bit the Sun and the heliographical coordinate system would be
visible to the observer as shown in Fig. A.1b. In such a case δ
could be calculated directly from the heliografical coordinates of
the reference point (longitude, λ′ and latitude, φ′).
cos δ = cosλ′ cos φ′ , (A.1)
Unfortunately, the rotation axis of the Sun is inclined to the
observer/Earth’s orbit at 82.75 degrees. Due to this fact at differ-
ent points of the Earth’s orbit, the Sun and heliographical coor-
dinate system are visible at different inclinations, e.g. as shown
in Fig. A.1a. At any time the inclination of the solar rotation axis
as seen on the sky plane can be described by two angles: α – an
inclination towards eastern/western solar limb and β – an incli-
nation towards/outwards the observer. For example in Fig. A.1a
the Sun is inclined with its north pole toward the observer and
toward western limb. An accurate correction for the projection
effect demands including α and β in calculation of the δ angle.
The easiest way to do this is to convert real coordinates of the
reference point (λ, φ) to a new idealized heliographical coordi-
nate system, such as this shown in Fig. A.1b. For this purpose let
us define two heliographical coordinate systems and two related
Cartesian coordinate systems, centers of which are at the center
of the Sun.
– The real heliographical coordinate system (ΛΦ) and a related
system (XYZ). The z-axis of the system is crossing solar pho-
tosphere in the point (λ = 0, φ = 0), the x-axis – in the point
(0, 90W) and the y-axis agrees with the solar rotation axis
(see Fig. A.1a).
– A rotated (idealized) heliographical coordinate system
(ΛΦ)′, in which the point (λ′ = 0, φ′ = 0) is situated in the
center of the solar disk. A related system (XYZ)′ has the z′-
axis directed towards the Earth/observer. The x′-axis and the
y′-axis lay in the sky/image plane. Thus, these axes consti-
tute a heliocentric coordinate system that is used to measure
positions of any point in e.g. a TRACE image (see Fig. A.1b).
In order to change over from the system (ΛΦ) to the system
(ΛΦ)′, we have to rotate the first one by the angle β about the x-
axis to agree z-axis with z′-axis, then rotate by the angle α about
the z-axis to agree x-axis and y-axis with x′-axis and y′-axis re-
spectively. Equations that allow to convert Cartesian coordinates
of a point from the system (ΛΦ) to the system (ΛΦ)′ are as fol-
lows:
x′ = (z sin β + y cos β) sinα + x cosα ,
y′ = (z sin β + y cos β) cosα + x sinα , (A.2)
z′ = z cos β − y sin β ,
where (x, y, z) are coordinates of a point in the system (XYZ)
and (x′, y′, z′) – in the system (XYZ)′. Since coordinates of points
on the ’surface’ of the Sun are given in the heliographical coor-
dinate system, we must convert Eq. (A.2) to this system. Using
equations:
x = R⊙ cos φ sin λ ,
y = R⊙ sinφ ,
z = R⊙ cos φ cosλ ,
x′ = R⊙ cosφ′ sin λ′ ,
y′ = R⊙ sin φ′ , (A.3)
z′ = R⊙ cosφ′ cos λ′ ,
where R⊙ is the Sun’s radius, (λ, φ) and (λ′, φ′) are co-
ordinates in the systems (Λ,Φ) and (Λ,Φ)′, respectively, after
simple transformations we obtain:
tan λ′ =
a1 sinα + a2 sinα + a3 cosα
cos φ cosλ cos β − sin φ sin β , (A.4)
sin φ′ = a1 cosα + a2 cosα + a3 sinα ,
where
a1 = cosφ cosλ sin β ,
a2 = sin φ cos β , (A.5)
a3 = cosφ sin λ .
The angles α and β for any date/time can be estimated using
the SSWIDL procedures.
Using Eq. A.4 we can convert measured (λ, φ) coordinates
of the reference point into much suitable (λ′, φ′) coordinates and
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Fig. A.1. Heliographical and Cartesian coordi-
nate systems used to corrected altitude/height
for the projection effect: (a) real heliographical
coordinate system (ΛΦ) and related Cartesian
system (XYZ), (b) rotated heliographical coor-
dinate system (ΛΦ)′ and related Cartesian sys-
tem (XYZ)′. The z′-axis directed to an observer.
then calculate the angle δ from Eq. A.1. Now, the apparent dis-
tance, da, between a leading front position of an eruption and the
centre of the Sun can be corrected for the projection effect. A real
distance, dr, can be calculated from the following equation (after
including Eq. A.1):
dr =
da
sin δ =
da
(1 − cos2 λ′ cos2 φ′)2 , (A.6)
Finally, subtracting R⊙ from a distance dr, a real height, h, of
an eruption above the photosphere can be obtained: h = dr −R⊙.
The real height uncertainty is caused mainly by uncertainties
in measurement of positions of the eruption leading front and the
reference point. We calculated the error on the height, h, using
standard propagation of uncertainty methods.
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